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Abstract
Background: Repbase is a reference database of eukaryotic repetitive DNA, which includes
prototypic sequences of repeats and basic information described in annotations. Repbase already
has software for entering new sequence families and for comparing the user's sequence with the
database of consensus sequences.

Results: We describe the software named VisualRepbase and the associated database, which allow
for displaying and analyzing all occurrences of transposable element families present in an annotated
genome. VisualRepbase is a Java-based interface which can download selected occurrences of
transposable elements, show the distribution of given families on the chromosome, and present the
localization of these occurrences with regard to gene annotations and other families of
transposable elements in Repbase. In addition, it has several features for saving the graphical
representation of occurrences, saving all sequences in FASTA format, and searching and saving all
annotated genes that are surrounded by these occurrences.

Conclusion: VisualRepbase is available as a downloadable version. It can be found at http://
girinst.org/repbase/update/visual repbase.html.

Background
Text Transposable elements (TEs) are short DNA
sequences (less than 25000 bp) that use different strate-
gies to replicate and insert at different genomic locations.
They can be grouped based on their mechanism of trans-
position. Class I mobile genetic elements, or retrotrans-
posons, proliferate in the genome by being transcribed to
RNA and then back to DNA by reverse transcriptase, while
class II mobile genetic elements move directly from one
position to another within the genome using a trans-
posase to "cut and paste" them within the genome [1]. TEs
can represent a large fraction of the genomic DNA in
eukaryotic species. For example, more than 45% of the
human genome is composed of remains of TEs [2].

Several databases have been created to collect and organ-
ize TEs. Some of them are focused on a particular family
of TEs, sometimes on a single genome. For example, the
Gypsy Database contains elements from the Gypsy LTR
retroelement family [3], while PBmice is specialized in the
piggyBac transposon in the mouse genome [4]. As far as
we know, there are only four databases of TEs which are
not specialized in a single family or genome: Repbase [5],
MIPS Repeat Element Database (mips-REdat) [6], the
Plant Repeat Database Project of TIGR [7] and TREP data-
base [8]. Only Repbase covers TEs from all known eukary-
otic species. The Plant Repeat Database Project http://
www.tigr.org/tdb/e2k1/plant.repeats/index.shtml repre-
sents 11 plant genomes and the mips-REdat http://
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mips.gsf.de/proj/plant/webapp/recat/index.jsp is limited
to plant genomes. The TREP database contains the trans-
posable elements of cereal genomes. The sequences can be
downloaded from all these databases and used for screen-
ing by BLAST [9], Censor [10] or RepeatMasker [11].

Repbase is a relational database that can be searched or
browsed for individual TEs, which can then be down-
loaded in EMBL or FASTA formats [5]http://
www.girinst.org/repbase/index.html. New data can be
contributed through the Java interface known as Rep-
baseSubmitter [10]. A popular version of Repbase known
as RepeatMasker libraries is widely used to annotate TEs in
genomic sequences [11].

Sequencing and annotation of complete eukaryotic
genomes revealed the massive impact of TEs on genomic
structure and evolution [2,12]. This stimulated broad
interest in detailed biological studies of TEs in the
genomic context. We created a specialized browser which
facilitates such studies. Currently, there are browsers
which allow browsing the existing annotations of TEs.
Specifically, the UCSC Genome Browser http://
genome.ucsc.edu/index.html[13] permits viewing of
annotations of TEs and can display them at different reso-
lutions. The annotated TEs are classified in four categories
(SINEs, LINEs, LTRs and DNA transposons). However, the
UCSC browser does not permit analysis of individual
families and subfamilies of TEs. Another popular browser,
ENSEMBL http://www.ensembl.org/index.html[14], has
similar limitations. Moreover, these browsers do not dis-
play similarities of TEs to their consensus sequences,
which is essential for dating of different layers of TE-
derived repetitive elements.

Results
Database
We have created six tables named: Exons, Introns, Genes,
NonCodingZones, Transposons and Updates. The names
reflect the type of data stored in the tables. The last table
stores updates of the interface and data. The first four
tables were created based on genome annotations and, in
addition to coordinates of the annotated sequences, they
include names of the species and chromosomes. The
Genes and NonCodingZones tables also specify the orien-
tation (strand + or -), the name, and the type (gene, pseu-
dogene, tRNA or miscRNA) of annotations. The
annotations of the genomes were downloaded in the
GBS/GBK format file from the NCBI website ftp://
ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genomes/. Currently, our browser con-
tains data for sixteen genomes, but new genome annota-
tions will be added in the future pending demand.

The "Transposon" table was created using Censor [15],
and the latest version of Repbase. It contains eight fields

which include: the name of the genome, chromosome,
family, superfamily, beginning and end coordinates of
each TE, sequence orientation and percent of identity to
the reference sequences from Repbase.

Interface description
VisualRepbase can be accessed using a Repbase login and
password. When the user enters a valid login and pass-
word, the main interface opens. All updates will be listed
in a pop-up message. The VisualRepbase interface is com-
posed of three sections (see Figure 1).

Searching transposable elements
The first section contains the text field and the genome
tree field. In the text field, the user enters the chosen name
of the family or superfamily of TEs. Currently the maxi-
mum number of families one can search for at the same
time is twenty. If the complete name is not known, one
can type a part of the name and include an asterisk at any
position. For example, typing ATREP*3, retrieves all Rep-
base family names beginning with "ATREP" and ending
with "3" (in this case ATREP3 and ATREP13). The genome
tree field permits selection of a particular genome (or
genomes), and the chromosomes within that genome(s).
The "all" option allows selection of all chromosomes for
the given genome. The user can also enter his own
sequences into the interface if he clicks on the "Your
Sequence(s)" icon. A new window appears which con-
tains a text field where the user enters the name of his
sequence and three buttons where the user enters the
other information necessary for the interface (Figure 2).
The "SEARCH" button executes the query and the inter-
face downloads the result of the query.

Visual results of the search
The second section of VisualRepbase is designed for a dif-
ferent type of search. It is composed of a graphical win-
dow, a table of the occurrences, and a text field displaying
the sequence of the selected item. The graphical window
can be split into two parts: the "occurrences graph" and
the "distribution graph" of the selected biological item(s).
The user can switch between these two graphs with the
"Occurrences/Distribution" button (see Figure 1).

In the "occurrences graph" the orientation and position of
TEs on the chromosome are displayed on different lines
and each family/subfamily is displayed in a different color
(see Figure 1). For each selected family/subfamily of the
TEs genomic annotation can be displayed in different
colors, and includes: exons in red, introns in white, all
non protein coding DNA such as tRNA genes, pseudo-
genes and snoRNAs in pink, and the non-translated parts
of the genes are in white, framed in red. The annotations
of TEs are displayed in two colors: superfamilies of
selected TEs in light orange and others superfamilies in
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orange. The orientations of the TEs and genes are indi-
cated by pointed triangles and arrows, respectively. The
interface contains three buttons for adjusting the resolu-
tion (see Figure 1). The "global view" button changes the
width of the graph until the largest of the selected chro-
mosomes is visible in the graphical window. Each click on
the "Zoom in" button multiplies the chromosome width
by a factor of two until the chromosome unit size reaches
100 bp. The "Zoom out" button divides the chromosome
width by two, until the width of largest among the
selected chromosomes is contained in the graphical win-
dow.

The "distribution graph" displays the density distribution
of the selected TEs on the same chromosome(s) as the

"occurrences graph", and it also permits adjustment of the
view of the graphical window with the three buttons
described above. Each density point corresponds to the
number of occurrences within two actual units of the
chromosome displayed on the screen (see Figure 3).

The table of occurrences under the graph contains six col-
umns: "Family of TE", "Color", "Chromosome",
"Genome", "Occurrences/chromosome", and "All chro-
mosomes". Each line of this table gives the number of
occurrences of a given selected TE for one chromosome
and for all selected chromosomes, and gives the corre-
spondence between the TE family and the color in the
graph (see Figure 1).

Screenshot of VisualRepbase graphical displayFigure 1
Screenshot of VisualRepbase graphical display. The interface contains three sections. The top section permits selection 
of families of TEs and eukaryotic genomes, or individual chromosomes. The middle section displays a variety of options for 
graphical presentation, the help menu, and output format options. The third section displays chromosomes with a graphical 
representation of TEs and other annotated features, tables of occurrences, and sequence information. This figure illustrates an 
example of two TE families from Repbase (AtREP1; AtREP3) on chromosome 2 of Arabidopsis thaliana. On the first line the 
selected families are displayed, including sequence orientation. On the second line other repeats from Repbase are displayed in 
orange, and their orientation is indicated. On the third line, other genomic annotations are displayed in addition to the selected 
families. The annotations include exons (in red), introns and UTRs (in framed white), and other annotated non-coding regions 
(in pink). Their orientations are also indicated. The table of occurrences lists the names of selected families, colors they are dis-
played in, chromosome name, species, number of elements on this particular chromosome, and the total number in all chro-
mosomes displayed in the window (in this case all chromosomes of the Arabidopsis thaliana genome). The sequence is 
displayed in the bottom text window in FASTA format, and appears after clicking on the red rectangle which represents an 
exon.

Integration of the own sequencesFigure 2
Integration of the own sequences. When the user clicks on the "Your Sequence(s)" icon, a new window appears. This win-
dow contains a text field where the user enters the name of his sequence and three buttons where the user enters the other 
information necessary for the interface. The first button selects FASTA or STADEN as the sequence format. The second but-
ton selects the transposable element annotation file. The last button selects the optional annotation file.
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The last element of the "distribution graph" is a text win-
dow which presents detailed information such as the
name and position of the TE in FASTA format. Clicking on
a particular biological item displays its sequence in the
text window.

Options and saving of results
The last section of VisualRepbase presents different
options for saving and drawing the interface, and the user
help menu. There are two menus which display the differ-
ent annotations and the TE superfamilies present for the
selected chromosome. From the annotation menu, the
user can choose to draw any subset of the types of anno-
tations: protein coding genes, exons, pseudogenes, tRNA
genes, miscRNAs and cis-regulatory modules. These types
of annotations can be independently selected. From the
Repbase menu, the user can choose to draw any Repbase
family, all Repbase families, or only the superfamilies of
selected TEs (see Figure 1).

The drawing option is a slide bar which displays occur-
rences of selected families of TEs as a function of their
sequence identity to the reference sequence from Repbase.

The interface has two help buttons: "Manual" and "List of
TE". The "Manual" button opens the user manual. The
other button displays the list of families and subfamilies

of TEs present in each genome stored in the database (see
Figure 4). Clicking on the family name adds it to the list
of analyzed Tes.

The "Results to Save" menu contains five different options
for saving the results and one option for accelerating the
future queries. The first option allows the user to save a
complete picture of all chromosomes selected. The second
option saves a picture of the contents visible in the graph-
ical window at the moment that the option is selected. For
both options the picture is saved in PNG format. The third
option (see Figure 1) allows writing of the table of occur-
rences present below the graphical window to a text file.
Using the fourth option one can store all sequences of TEs
present in all selected chromosomes in FASTA format. The
last option also permits generation of a text file containing
the closest gene at the left and right of each TE and the dis-
tance between them. In some cases, the TEs are inserted in
introns or they overlap with the 5' UTRs or the 3'UTRs
(UnTranslated Regions) of a gene. If the TE is inserted in
an intron, the software indicates that the occurrence is
within the gene and it does not record the second closest
gene. In the case of the 5' or 3' overlap between the TE and
a gene, the software lists the overlapping gene as the clos-
est gene on the side where the overlap occurs. The last
option permits saving of all different annotations of all
selected chromosomes. The interface saves them in the file

Distribution of AtREP3 family on chromosome 3Figure 3
Distribution of AtREP3 family on chromosome 3. The graph shows the density distribution of the AtREP3 family (blue 
line), all RepBase TEs (orange line) and other annotations (red line), plotted against the chromosome length (x axis). The den-
sity distribution values for the selected family (ATREP3) are displayed on the left, and the corresponding numbers for other 
annotations are displayed on right in matching colors. The y axis is split in five intervals, and the density distribution values for 
the three items listed in the figure are normalized.
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called "Annot G C.vrb" where G is the name of genome
and C the name of chromosome. This file is saved in the
same directory in which the interface was launched. Dur-
ing the next run of VisualRepbase for the same chromo-
some, the program will use the stored information instead
of the original database, which speeds up the analysis.

Significance of the interface for biological studies
VisualRepbase can be used not only for displaying or sav-
ing the occurrences of a TE family, but it also permits stud-
ying biological problems such as the relationships
between TEs and host genes. Here we give two examples
illustrating its value for biological studies.

Figure 3 presents the distribution of the AtREP3 family
[16] (blue), compared to all Arabidopsis TE families from

Repbase (orange), and all genes on chromosome 3 from
Arabidopsis thaliana. In this example, the red curve shows
that the distribution of genes along chromosome 3 is uni-
form, except the heterochromatin centromere region,
which contains less genes. In contrast, the TEs are more
abundant in the heterochromatin than in the euchroma-
tin regions (Figure 3). The distribution of the AtREP3 fam-
ily is similar in the arm of the chromosome to other
repeats from Repbase, but the distribution close to the
centromere is very different. The distribution in the cen-
tromere is low like the distribution of the gene, but the
distribution around the centromere is high. On closer
inspection we found that the centromeric region is com-
posed mostly of Gypsy-derived repeats.

A tree menu of transposable elementsFigure 4
A tree menu of transposable elements. This menu appears after clicking on the "List of TE" button in the main menu. It 
corresponds to the visual tree of all families of TE present in the database. The tree permits selection by genomes, super-
families and families.
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The visual presentation of sequence divergence also
allows one to quickly estimate the age of TE families and
the age difference between different families [17]. We
compared occurrences of CHARLIE1 (green) and L4
(blue) (Figure 5) on human chromosomes 11 and 16 for
two different sequence identity values. In Figure 5 we
show the repeat distribution with 50% identity to the con-
sensus in the first graph and higher than 75% identity in
the second graph. The number of CHARLIE1 occurrences
are similar in these two graphs, but the number of L4
occurrences drop dramatically from the higher range of
similarities (see Figure 5). This shows that the L4 family is
more divergent than the CHARLIE1 family, and it also
indicates that it is older [17].

Conclusion
VisualRepbase has been developed to facilitate studies of
transposable elements in the genomic context. This is the
first tool that permits a dynamic display of individual
families and subfamilies in terms of their age and location
in the genome. In particular, the interface permits direct
visualization and comparison of older and younger layers
of TE families. It facilitates inter-chromosomal and inter-
genomic comparisons of TEs. VisualRepbase is also likely
to stimulate studies of transposable elements associated
with gene regulation.

Availability and system requirements
Text Project name: VisualRepbase

Project home page: http://www.girinst.org/VisualRep
base/index.php

Number of transposable elements as a function of their similarity to consensus sequencesFigure 5
Number of transposable elements as a function of their similarity to consensus sequences. This figure shows the 
two graphs of occurrences of CHARLIE and L4 families on human chromosomes 11 and 16, for two different similarity values 
(50 and 75%). Each bar corresponds to one occurrence of the TE. The second graph (with 75% identity to consensus), shows 
that the number of L4 occurrences has decreased while the number of CHARLIE1 occurrences is similar to those in the first 
graph.
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